Multi-Conveyor ... a full service company.

**Integrators, Engineers, Design Firms - Bring it on.**
As we continue to grow, we find our core market companies trimming their own engineering staffs as they lean heavily on the talents of Multi-Conveyor personnel with strong concept and design backgrounds. Our full-service profile, from initial drawings to installation including start-up assistance, means problems solved the first time for plant managers, yet simultaneously providing long-term solutions for years to come. We welcome the chance to work with your own integration or engineering firms to assist in creating absolutely the highest quality, yet value-driven solutions to you and/or your customer.

**Audits and FAT’s:**

Multi-Conveyor works with our customer through the entire process. Factory Acceptance Tests (FAT) are done at our location on a regular basis by our customers. We invite them to see the equipment, in action, at our 60,000 sq. ft. facility where we are capable of full set up and test of the system well before we dismantle and prepare for shipment.

In many cases, after coming to an FAT, a customer may decide to tweak the conveyor or device that we’ve designed with them. This could be due to their own line changes that came later in the project, or based on what they have seen at the FAT that they choose to adjust from their original request. The fact that Multi-Conveyor is a leader in custom conveying systems, coupled with our expert team of designers, engineers and electrical staff, we are one of the only companies that can make these changes happen when nearing completion of an already designed conveyor.

Audits can also be performed at your location to evaluate existing equipment or help in the placement of new conveyors or devices. We will come and measure the footprint of the area you need to achieve the conveying processing for that part of the line so our expert estimators and concept teams are completely aware of design parameters.

**Maintenance and Turn-Key Conveyor Systems:** At Multi-Conveyor, we take pride in considering the overall maintenance of every system we build as we go through the entire manufacturing and installation assistance process.

**Quality:** Quality is never assumed at Multi-Conveyor, it is demanded. Each weld is inspected, each bolt examined, until final safety stickers are put on drive guards. All material handling projects are assigned to experienced Project Managers to oversee each job from start to finish with the personal attention you deserve.

**Service:** Our service team is available for on-site equipment modifications, both mechanical & electrical. Start-up assistance is available to ensure your install is done right the first time!